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Question №.1:                 fMRI   

A 

B 

C 

D 



Quiz 

 

Question №.1:                fMRI   

Which is the right order for a typical fMRI session? 

A 
Introduce gradients  introduce a static magnetic field  introduce 

radiofrequency  produce pictures from the collected signal 

B 
Introduce radiofrequency  introduce a static magnetic field  introduce 

gradients  produce pictures from the collected signal 

C 
Introduce a static magnetic field  introduce radiofrequency  introduce 

gradients  produce pictures from the collected signal 

D 
Introduce a static magnetic field  introduce gradients  introduce 

radiofrequency  produce pictures from the collected signal 



Quiz 

 

Question №.2:                 fMRI   

What is the purpose of the static magnetic field? 

A  To receive the MR signal 

B 
To align the hydrogen protons of the human body  to the z-axis (either 

parallel or anti-parallel)  

C To analyze the complexity of the MR signal 

D 
To align the oxygen protons of the human body  to the z-axis (either 

parallel or anti-parallel)  



Quiz 

 

Question №.3:                 fMRI   

How is the strong static magnetic field induced? 

A  With a superconducting coil 

B With a cooled Large-Hadron-Collider (LHC) 

C With a titanium-curium coil 

D With a dynamo 
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Question №.4:                 fMRI   

In which direction is the static magnetic field induced? 

A 

D 

C 

B 

A 

D 

C 

B 
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Question №.5:                fMRI   

What is the purpose of the radiofrequency (RF)? 

A To make the static magnetic field stronger and more homogenous 

B 
To produce the MR signal  following excitation and reception of 

electromagnetic energy  

C 
To provide spatial information in the MR signal  with three different 

gradients (slice selection, phase encoding and frequency encoding) 

D 
To bring good music into the scanner (mostly from Bach and Mozart… but 

sometimes even rapmusic like Eminem) 



Quiz 

 

Question №.6:                fMRI   

What is happening after the induction of the RF with the radiofrequency 

coils? 

A Most of the sample protons are relaxed (low-energy state) 

B Most of the protons are ionized (high-energy state) 

C Most of the protons are isotropic (low-energy state) 

D Most of the protons are excited (high-energy state) 



Quiz 

 

Question №.7:                 fMRI   

What is incorrect for the radiofrequency (RF)? 

A The RF is introduced by special radiofrequency coils 

B The RF provides volume information into the MR signal 

C 
The RF ist on an equal frequency like the atomic nuclei within the static 

magnetic field (to excite the atomic nuclei) 

D The RF influences atomic nuclei of the whole brain 



Quiz 

 

Question №.8:                 fMRI   

What is the purpose of the gradient coils? 

A 
To produce the MR signal  following excitation and reception of 

electromagnetic energy  

B To make the static magnetic field stronger and more homogenous 

C 
To provide spatial information in the MR signal  with three different 

gradients (slice selection, phase encoding and frequency encoding) 

D 
To analyze the k-space images with a fourier transformation to produce 

images of the brain 



Quiz 

 

Question №.9:                 fMRI   

What is incorrect for the gradient coil sytem? 

A The power of the coils is half of the power of the static magnetic field 

B To ensure spatial information in the MR signal 

C 
The slice selection determines the plane which is excited with the larmor-

frequency (z-axis) 

D 
Phase encoding and frequency encoding is used to produce the specific 

signal from a determinated slice (x-axis, y-axis) 
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Question №.10:                fMRI   

What is the purpose of the shimming coils? 

A 

B 

C 

D 



 

 

What is the purpose of 

the shimming coils? 
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Question №.10:                 fMRI   

What is the purpose of the shimming coils? 

A 

 

To ensure  the uniformity (homogeneity) of the static magnetic field 

 

B To reduce the earth´s magnetic field (by shimming) near to 0 

C To make the static magnetic field stronger  (up to 3-7 Tesla) 

D 
To protect the medical stuff from the force of the magnetic field (projectile 

effects can occur) 



Quiz 

 

Question №.11:                 fMRI   

Which coils are not part of a fMRI scanner? 

A Superconducting elelctromagnetic coil (1,5 – 11 Tesla) 

B Radiofrequency coils 

C Gradient coils 

D Larmor coils 



Quiz 

 

Question №.12:                 fMRI   

Which element doesn´t play an important role in fMRI? 

A  Helium 

B Hydrogen 

C Lithium 

D Titanium 



Questions? 



The correct answers 

Question №.1:  C  

Question №.2:  B 

Question №.3:  A 

Question №.4:  A 

Question №.5:  B 

Question №.6:  D  

Question №.7:  B 

Question №.8:  C 

Question №.9:   A 

Question №.10: A 

Question №.11: D 

Question №.12: C  
  



Evaluation and award presentation  

„Congratulations, your good!“  

(Mario, 1997) 



Safety: Static magnetic field I 

Projectile effect (translation): Magnetic Field can lift objects 

with ferromagnetic properties at a very high velocity  

Highly dangerous even at moderate distances 

 

Torsion: Implants/ferromagnetic devices/shrapnells inside 

the body may rotate towards the net magnitisation vector and 

cause internal bleeding/swelling and/or irritations 

 

 Every metal containing object should be removed prior to 

entering the scanner room and be checked thoroughly 



Safety: Static magnetic field II 

Visual disturbances/metallic taste sensations/headaches may 

occur due to quick movements of the head 

 These should be monitored, but are mostly minor and 

short-lived 

 

Hair cells of the inner ear may be spun causing nausea, 

vertigo  

 

Always move the subject at slow speed and restrict head 

movement 

http://www.berlin-can.de/scanning-calendar


Safety: Gradient magnetic fields 

Gradients: very small strength, but change rapidly 

Human body is a natural conductor 

 Gradient switching can produce small currents 

 Nerves/muscles may be stimulated 

 Medical devices may be manipulated/disabled 

 

Faster Switching  stronger/more currents 

 Skin-to-skin contact should be avoided 

 Exclude patients with pacemakers/cochlea implants/other 

electric/magnetic devices 

 

Acoustic Noises 



Safety: Radiofrequency field 

Specific absorption rate (SAR) 

 RF pulse energy is absorbed by protons, but not fully re-

emitted  

 Excess energy is dissipated in the form of heat 

 

 The SAR depends on the size, geometry and conductivity 

of the absorbing object, the field strength and the 

frequency of RF pulses 

 

 Effects: heating (body, metal devices) 

 



Safety: Claustrophobia 





Discussion  
 



 
 

The End  
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